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 480 THE REV. W. P. JOHNSOV3 JOURNEYS IN THE YAO COUNTRY,

 to have for them that sympathy without which such a race could never be governed.
 The lecturer had made clear some of the secrets of the success which had attended

 British attempts to govern India. Wherever he went, he did not fail to enter into
 the spirit of the people over whom he had to rule. Their scenery caught his eye
 and employed his pencii; but he also studied their manners, their customs, their
 feelings. He was sure that the Meeting would agree with him in hoping that, on
 some other occasion, Sir Richard Temple would tell them more of the history of the
 country, and that he would publish in some more permanent form, not only the pro?
 ductions of his pencii, but the legendary history of the land which he so well
 understood.

 The Peesident, in proposing a hearty vote of thanks to Sir Richard Temple
 for his address, said he was sure they would all agree with him that the mixing
 of history and geography made both subjects more interesting; and after seeing
 the vivid representations of the geographical aspect of the country which had
 bjen put before them, they would receive such an impression with regard to it as
 they would never forget. There were few records more honourable to British arms
 and British civilisation than the conquest of the Mahrattas, which called forth ali
 the military skill and valour of our race under Sir Arthur Wellesley, and all the
 civil genius of Mr. Grant DufFs godfather, Mr. Mountstuart Elphinstone. Many a
 man, of whom England and India might be proud, was engaged in subduing the
 Mahratta race which had previously overrun all India. He was certain that the
 Society felt that their thanks were due to Sir Richard Temple for his eloquent
 lecture, and to his brother Lieutenant Temple for the admirable drawings which
 he had placed before them. They were a pair of brothers to whom he might
 vcnture, without pedantry, to apply the old Roman saying of "Par nobile
 fratrum."

 Tlie Rev. W. P. Johnson's Journeys in the Yao Country, and Discovery
 of the Sources ofthe Lujende.

 Map, p. 520.

 The Eev. W. P. Johnson has favoured us with a short letter dated

 from Chitesi's on the Nyassa, March 5th, 1882. It is accompanied by a
 rough map indicating his principal routes through the Yao countries.
 The readers of the ' Occasional Papers,' published in London by the
 Universities' Mission, and of our own ' Proceedings/ are aware that it
 was Mr. Johnson who founded a missionary station at Mwembe, Mataka's
 town, in the heart of the Yao country. He carried on his work there
 with much promise of ultimate success until Captain Foot's interference
 with one of Mataka's slave caravans, near Lindi, led to unfriendly demon-
 strations. The lower class of slave-dealers not unnaturally supposed that
 Mr. Johnson acted as a spy upon their doings, and burnt the missionary
 buildings, whilst the chief himself hinted that it would be better for
 the missionary if he left the district for a while, until the storm had
 blown over. On this friendly advice Mr. Johnson acted, and immediately
 returned to Masasi and Zanzibar, there to consult with Bishop Steere
 as to his future proceedings. This happened towards the end of August
 1881.
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 During his residence among the Yao, Mr. Johnson had seen much of
 the people and the country, and at least some of the results of his
 investigations will be found embodied in the accompanying map. His
 most important excursion took place early in 1881, when ill-health
 rendered it advisable for him to go to Livingstonia in search of medical
 advice. It was on the return from the lake, in April, that he turned
 aside from his route, and came upon the northern end of Lake Shirwa,
 which there discharges the Lujende river.*

 Having determined, after consultation with the bishop, to found a
 station on the shores of Lake Nyassa, in Ngoi or Kungoi, five days
 north of Losewa, Mr. Johnson left Zanzibar on December 2nd, and
 arrived at Masasi on the 23rd of the same month. On the 29th he started

 for the lake, accompanied by the Eev. C. A. Janson. The two travellers
 reached the lake on February 9th, 1882, but as Mr. Janson died on the
 21st Mr. Johnson is once more alone.

 Mr. Janson's journal, published in No. XIX. of the * Occasional
 Papers,' furnishes some interesting particulars of the route followed.
 The Eovuma river was ascended as far as Mpanda's village, where the
 two missionaries turned to the south, towards Unyango, the more direct
 road to the lake being thought to be impracticable, owing to the presence
 of prowling bands of the Gwangwara tribe. Mr. Janson estimates the
 distance from Chitwanga's village on the Eovuma to the lake at 345 miles,
 which was performed in twenty-seven days of actual travel. From
 Mpanda's to Unyango is 159 miles, thence to the lake 65 miles.

 The Eovuma, as far as traced, flows partly through a broad valley,
 covered with grass, and dotted with clumps of trees, among which palms,
 euphorbias, and baobabs are conspicuous; partly it is hemmed in by
 rugged hills, and the gurgling sound of its rapids is quite audible even
 at some distance from the river. The country is fairly populous, and
 " shambas" are met with at frequent intervals. A short distance
 beyond the village of Luundi (who belongs to the Nyassa, and not to
 the Yao tribe) the travellers arrived at one of the usual ferries across the
 Eovuma, and there encountered a slave-caravan going to the coast. The
 river here is about 600 feet wide. The chief, Kanyinda, lives on an island
 about three miles long, and thickly dotted with houses, whilst villages
 line both banks below. Chipogola, alias Chemsuru (he has a third name
 which Mr. Janson forgot to put down) invited the travellers to stay
 with him for a few days, and they accepted the invitation. Chipogola
 and his people formerly lived on a high hill near Mataka's town, and
 the ehange to the river does not appear to have agreed with them, for
 they were suffering from an " epidemic," which Mr. Janson declares to
 have consisted in a general colic.

 Between Mpanda's and Unyango it was necessary to cross an un?
 inhabited wilderness. During the ten days occupied in this journey the

 * See ' Proceedings,' 1882, p. 47.
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 482 THE REV. W. P. JOHNSON'S JOURNEYS IN THE YAO COUNTRY,

 porters only received one meal daily, notwithstanding which they gave
 no cause for complaint. The whole of this region is covered with forest,
 and whilst the soil in the north is sandy, that in the broad valley of the
 upper Luchulingo was found to consist of the red clay so common
 throughout Eastern Afriea, even to within a short distance of Cape
 Guardafui. The Usonyando, a biggish stream, with steep muddy
 banks, was crossed on the fourth day, and the Luchulingo (the Lukeringe
 of old maps) two days afterwards. The latter is a very considerable
 river, and cannot be forded when in flood. lt takes its course through
 a broad wooded valley, and traces of elephants abound near it.

 Beyond this river the caravan climbed the steep and picturesque
 Ichumundu Hills, which are wooded to their summits, as is all the
 country within sight. These hills are evidently a spur from the upland
 which stretches between the Luchulingo and Msinja valleys. Masuku
 trees abound in them. They bear a fruit about the size of a lime,
 which drops to the ground when nearly ripe, and is eagerly collected by
 passing travellers. Having surmounted these hills the travellers once
 more descended into the broad valley of the Luchulingo, up which they
 travelled towards the conspicuous double peak of Unyango, around
 which cluster the thousand huts constituting the village of Mhange's
 people now governed by Kalungu. The country around this settlement
 is bare of trees, and fairly cultivated. Food is plentiful,

 Leaving this place and its hospitable entertainers on February 3rd,
 the travellers breasted the highest mountains yet encountered by them,
 the ascent being rendered difficult on account of the slippery state of
 the road. The scenery, however, amply compensated for the fatigue
 that had to be borne. Eeaching the summit of the first ridge the eye
 ranged up a charming woodland valley, the banks of whose rushing
 stream were diversified by curious piles of rock, rising at regular
 intervals, not unlike the ruins of ancient castles. From the head of this
 valley the twin-peak of Unyango was seen to stand out clearly against
 the sky towards the east, whilst in the south the hills died away in the
 plain, and in the west, far below them, lay another valley, with the
 numerous hamlets of the late chief Chi Mambo, Ascending the ridge
 which bounds this valley to the north, and passing a cascade embedded
 in ferns and creeping plants, a summit was reached, whence, through a
 gap in the western range, a glimpse was obtained pf the smooth and
 shining surface of the Nyassa, whilst close by rose the craggy peak of
 Chiwagulu, with houses clustering thickly around it.

 A descent from these hills led into the broad valley of the Msinja, a
 swift stream, here six feet deep. Beyond it another range of wooded
 hills had to be crossed before the range was reached. Descending the
 beautiful valley of the Nchimanje (Mr. Janson says Luchilunge ?),
 passing a shamba, whose aged owner permitted the men of the caravan
 to help themselves to his mhogo, then past a grove of baobabs, the
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 travellers at length emerged upon a pebbly beach. The bold heights
 marking the site of Losewa were visible to the south, whilst close by,
 under the shelter of a promontory, there rose a small hamlet of
 Wanyassa, its huts built of reeds with conical roofs of grass, and a part
 of the floor slightly raised to serve as a bed. Masanje was reached the
 next day. It is a considerable place of 700 huts, close to the water's
 edge and defended by a boma of thick poles. The inhabitants are expert
 fishermen. They keep fowls and ducks, and also boast the possession of
 seven cows and fifty goats.

 It was here that Mr. Janson died. In an appendix to his journal,
 Mr. Johnson states that Chitesi's town, to which he proceeded after his
 companion's death, is a very considerable place, where oxen, sheep,
 and goats abound. He had fallen in with Mr. J. Stewart, c.e., of the
 Livingstonia Mission on Lake Nyassa, and in conjunction with him,
 proposes to establish a ferry at Chitesi's, in opposition to that at Losewa,
 which is completely in the hands of the slave people.

 Mr. Johnson writes with reference to his map that he has " taken
 the lower shores of Nyassa and the junction of the Lujende and Eovuma
 from Livingstone's map. "I have had no instruments," he says, "but
 the relative distances I can vouch for, and the compass bearings roughly,
 though I had great difficulty in identifying the places along the Eovuma
 as given on Livingstone's map, all the places having now different names
 along that river." In putting Mr. Johnson's work into shape our
 cartographer has adopted the position of the Eovuma and Lujende as
 given in Mr. Thomson's map, and the outline of the Nyassa (except
 where it differs from Mr. Johnson's delineation) from the Society's large
 map of Equatorial Africa. In addition to the rough sketch just re?
 ceived he has been able to make use of a more carefully drawn map
 which shows Mr. Johnson's journey up the Lujende river to Mataka's.
 Livingstone's latitudes along his route from the Eovuma to the lake
 have of course been retained, but his longitudes have been shifted so as
 to fit in with Mr. Johnson's work. All names not taken from Mr.

 Johnson's maps or papers or Mr. Janson's journal are written in hair-
 line. Ngoi or Kungoi finds no place upon Mr. Johnson's map, but we
 presume it is the name of the district of which Chitesi is chief.

 In a note placed upon Mr. Johnson's map we are told that the whole
 of the country from the lower end of Lake Nyassa to the junction of the
 Lujende and Eovuma is inhabited by the Yao tribe, excepting a tract
 along the lake, between Masenje's and Chitesi's. The Matimbwe,
 Wanyassa (Maganja), and Makua who live scattered among the Yao
 towards the north-east, speak the Yao language in addition to their own
 idioms. Yao is spoken in four dialects. The Masanyinga (Mazininga
 Yao live in three districts, on the Eovuma, on the Lujende, and on the
 lake; their chiefs being Chipogola, Kandulu, and Makanjila. The
 Mchinga Yao live to the west of the Upper Lujende, between Nyambi's
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 484 THE KONG MOUNTAINS.

 and Mtarika's villages. The Amakali Yao, on the Luchulingo, have
 Chiwagulu and Unyango for their principal seats. And lastly, there
 are the Yao of Mwembe, whose chief is Mataka. The predatory tribe
 of the Gwangwara are said to live about ten days' journey from
 Chitesi's.

 The great chiefs of the country are Chitesi and Makanjila on the
 lake; Mponda, on the Shire; and Mataka, near the Lujende. Each of
 these commands 6000 men. Next to them rank Mtarika and Kandulu

 on the Lujende, the chiefs of Chiwagulu and Unyango to the west of
 the Luchulingo, and Masenje on the lake, with 4000 men each. Inferior
 chiefs of some note are Mponda, Chipogola, and Kanyinda on the
 Eovuma; Nyambi in the south; and Chiwanle near the lake, not far
 from Makanjila's.

 The Kong Mountains. By Captain K. F. Burton.
 (Read at the Evening Meeting, June 26th, 1882.)

 This range, which has almost disappeared from the maps, may have
 taken its name either from the town of Kong on the southern versant;
 or it may be a contraction of " Kongkadu," the mountain-land described
 by Mungo Park. MM. Zweifel and Moustier, who did not reach the
 Niger sources in 1879, explain " Kong " as the Kissi name of the line
 which trends from north-west to south-east, and which divides Koronko-
 land from Kono-land. When nearing their objective they sighted
 the Kong apex, Mount Daro. Older travellers make it a latitudinal
 chain running nearly east and west, with its centre about the meridian of
 Cape Coast Castle; and extending 500 to 600 miles on a parallel of
 N. lat. 10?. Westward it bends north behind Cape Palmas, and, like
 the ghauts of Hindostan, it follows the line of seaboard. About the
 parallel of Sierra Leone the feature splits into a network of ranges,
 curves and zigzags, which show no general trend. The eastern faces
 here shed to the Niger ; the western to the various streams between the
 Eokel-Seli, the Gambia, and the Senegal; and the last northern counter-
 forts sink into the Sahara Desert. The western versant supplies the
 gold of Senegambia ; the southern that of Ashanti and Wasa. The
 superficial dust is washed down by rains, floods and rivers; and the
 dykes and veins of quartz, mostly running north and south, are appa?
 rently connected with those of the main range.

 That such a chain must exist is proved by the conduct of the Gold
 Coast streams. The Ancobra, for instance, which often rises and falls
 from 20 to 40 feet in twenty-four hours, suggests that its sources spring
 from an elevated plane at no great distance from the sea. The
 lands south of the Kong Mountains are grassy and hilly with extensive
 plains. This is known through the Donko slaves, common on the
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